Blood Oxygen Depletion Is Independent of Dive Function in a Deep Diving Vertebrate, the Northern Elephant Seal
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Abstract

Although energetics is fundamental to animal ecology, traditional methods of determining metabolic rate are neither direct nor instantaneous. Recently, continuous blood oxygen (O2) measurements were used to assess energy expenditure in diving elephant seals (Mirounga angustirostris), demonstrating that an exceptional hypoxemic tolerance and exquisite management of blood O2 stores underlie the extraordinary diving capability of this consummate diver. As the detailed relationship of energy expenditure and dive behavior remains unknown, we integrated behavior, ecology, and physiology to characterize the costs of different types of dives of elephant seals. Elephant seal dive profiles were analyzed and O2 utilization was classified according to dive type (overall function of dive: transit, foraging, food processing/rest). This is the first account linking behavior at this level with *in vivo* blood O2 measurements in an animal freely diving at sea, allowing us to assess patterns of O2 utilization and energy expenditure between various behaviors and activities in an animal in the wild. In routine dives of elephant seals, the blood O2 store was significantly depleted to a similar range irrespective of dive function, suggesting that all dive types have equal costs in terms of blood O2 depletion. Here, we present the first physiological evidence that all dive types have similarly high blood O2 demands, supporting an energy balance strategy achieved by devoting one major task to a given dive, thereby separating dive functions into distinct dive types. This strategy may optimize O2 store utilization and recovery, consequently maximizing time underwater and allowing these animals to take full advantage of their underwater resources. This approach may be important to optimizing energy expenditure throughout a dive bout or at-sea foraging trip and is well suited to the lifestyle of an elephant seal, which spends > 90% of its time at sea submerged making diving its most “natural” state.


Introduction

Energy expenditure (metabolic rate) is critical to determining an animal’s role within its ecosystem, from establishing a species’ overall activity budget to assessing reproductive and foraging costs or physiological capabilities. Obtaining accurate measurements of energy expenditure in wild animals, however, has proven difficult. Methods ranging from doubly-labeled water techniques [1] or proxies including indices of activity level (e.g., accelerometry) [2] and correlations to alternative parameters (e.g., heart rate) [3] have been used in numerous species to assess energetic costs. None of these methods, however, provide a direct and instantaneous measure of metabolic rate. Recently, a direct and continuous method indicative of energy expenditure has been made possible, with measurements of oxygen (O2) depletion via indwelling probes in diving animals [4,5,6,7]. Air-breathing, diving vertebrates ranging from penguins to sperm whales plunge to extraordinary depths of hundreds to thousands of meters, for durations of 20 to 120 minutes, enabling them to exploit unique or difficult to reach ecological niches. Despite numerous reports on the behavior and ecology of diverse divers and a growing body of physiological diving data, we still do not have a clear understanding of how diving behavior affects energy expenditure and metabolic rate in air-breathing vertebrates. A more comprehensive strategy integrating dive behavior and physiology will provide a more complete understanding of the ecology and conservation needs of these remarkable organisms.

Previous blood O2 measurements in diving northern elephant seals (Mirounga angustirostris), among the deepest and longest diving animals [8,9], demonstrate that for this species, it is an exceptional hypoxemic tolerance and exquisite management of blood O2 stores that underlie its remarkable diving ability [6]. Arterial and venous O2 measurements, acquired with indwelling partial pressure of O2 (P02) electrodes, revealed that in routine dives (>10 min), P02 and PaO2 reached 2–10 and 12–23 mmHg respectively [corresponding to % Hb saturation (SO2) of 1–26% and O2 contents of 0.3 (venous) and 2.7 ml O2 dl~1~ blood (arterial)].
Despite such progress in the understanding of O2 store management while diving, detailed knowledge of specific metabolic demands at sea and activity-based O2 utilization strategies in diving animals remain unknown. To address this, we analyzed elephant seal dive profiles and classified O2 depletion data according to behavioral dive types, which have been well characterized in this species [8,10,11]. This is the first account linking behavior at sea with levels of intravascular O2 measurements in an animal freely diving at sea, allowing us to assess patterns of O2 utilization and energy expenditure between various behaviors and activities in an animal in the wild.

Elephant seal dives have been described as fitting within 4 basic types: (i) v-shape (transit), (ii) active-bottom (pelagic foraging), (iii) drift (food processing or rest), and (iv) flat-bottom (benthic foraging or transit) dives [8,10,11]. The profiles and putative functions of these various dive types are different and, therefore, one might expect differences in energy expenditure. For example, locomotory costs or energy required for locating, pursuing, and capturing prey items may require greater utilization of O2 resources in transit and foraging dives, while food processing may be the costly activity in drift dives [12,13,14]. Here, we hypothesize that because elephant seals almost completely deplete their blood O2 stores routinely in dives greater than 10 minutes [6], the percentage of O2 depleted during the dive is independent of dive type. Thus, the overall activity budget may be balanced by separating activities into different dive types with similar net costs, despite differences in dive function. This may reflect a strategy to balance energy expenditure throughout the larger scale of a dive bout or at-sea foraging trip.

Materials and Methods

Using dive analysis software (IKNOS toolbox, Y. Tremblay, unpublished), we analyzed the raw time series of depth data from MK9 time-depth recorders (TDR; Wildlife Computers, Redmond, WA; sensitive to 0.5 m, 30 g, 6.7×1.7×1.7 cm; 1 Hz sampling rate) deployed on juvenile (1- to 3-yr-old) elephant seals from the Ano Nuevo colony (San Mateo County, CA) during the April molt season over three field seasons (2006, 2007, 2008) in our previous study [6]. These values are the lowest ever measured in a freely diving mammal [6]. These values are the lowest ever measured in a freely diving mammal [6].

Results

The distribution of dive types was: v-shape (transit) = 17.6%, active-bottom (pelagic foraging) = 2.4%, drift (food processing/rest) = 11.7%, flat-bottom (benthic foraging/transit) = 68.3% (Table 1, Fig 1) (n = 11 seals, 1764 dives). Three seals (all with Pco2 electrodes placed in the hepatic sinus) remained at sea for prolonged periods (9–21 days vs. 1–3.5 days for other seals), with dive profiles that included bouts of foraging and drift dives [6], Table 1, Figs 1, 2).

For each electrode site (extradural vein, hepatic sinus, or arterial), the models assessing the fixed effect of dive type alone had an Akaike weight below the confidence set, resulting in exclusion as a candidate model and indicating that dive type alone cannot be considered a plausible explanation for blood O2 depletion. Because seals with electrodes in the hepatic sinus exhibited more taxa in the previous study [6]. Due to concerns of impact to the animal, only one Pco2 electrode was deployed per seal, and each seal was subjected to a single procedure. Pco2 profiles were obtained from 11 seals (extradural vein = 3 seals, hepatic sinus = 4 seals, arterial = 4 seals) [6].
inferences on the dataset. As stated above, the model with dive type alone resulted in an Akaike weight so low it could not be considered a candidate model (Table 2).

Discussion

Our results demonstrate that in routine dives (> 10 min in duration) of elephant seals, the blood O2 store is significantly depleted to a similar range, irrespective of dive type or dive duration (Fig 1). This denotes that neither dive type nor dive duration are good predictors of blood O2 depletion and implies that no specific type of dive is significantly more or less costly than any other, at least in terms of blood O2 utilization. Such hypotheses have been proposed to account for the observation that drift dives (serving rest and food processing functions) are not significantly longer than other dives, as energy required for locomotion in other dives is thought to balance with that required for food processing in drift dives [10,12,14,19]. Here, we present the first evidence that all dive types have similarly high blood O2 demands, supporting an energy balance strategy achieved by devoting one major task to a given dive, thereby separating dive functions into distinct dive types. Particularly since dives of elephant seals are considered to be predominantly aerobic [6], this approach may be important to optimizing energy expenditure throughout the larger scale of a dive bout or at sea foraging trip.

Although the translocation protocol typically results in short deployments consisting largely of transit dives (pelagic and benthic), some of the seals in our study (Bodil, Roberta, and Larry; all seals with electrodes in the hepatic sinus), exhibited three patterns consistent with foraging: (i) Longer trips. All three seals spent ≥ 9 days at sea, providing ample opportunity to locate local prey resources. (ii) Bouts of foraging and drift dives. We observed characteristic active-bottom dives (pelagic foraging) followed by bouts of drift dives, a pattern consistent with the foraging behavior observed in free-ranging juvenile and adult seals. (iii) Positive changes in buoyancy. Based on the previously validated method of using changes in drift rate as a measure of foraging success [15,20], a drift dive analysis of Bodil’s (the seal with the highest number of foraging dives and corresponding percentage of drift dives) dives shows at least two periods of increasing buoyancy during the 21 day deployment, consistent with an increase in adipose tissue deposition due to feeding.

Given the diverse diving behaviors exhibited by seals with electrodes in the hepatic sinus, this subset of seals provides the best example of allocating various metabolic demands into different
dive types. The hepatic sinus (and posterior vena cava) is the major blood (and O2) reservoir in this species [21,22], and thus likely the best index of the status of the blood O2 store. Regardless of regional differences in O2 utilization that may be associated with activities in various dive types, O2 depletion at this site reflects depletion from the major O2 reservoir. The fact that this subset of seals exhibited the widest range of dive types is perhaps fortuitous, further reinforcing our conclusions that, at least in terms of blood O2 utilization, all dive types have equivalent costs for elephant seals.

Although differences in O2 utilization at the cellular and tissue-specific levels (locomotory muscle vs. food processing organs, etc.) are certain to result from different activities, we found that the blood O2 budget in routine dives (>10 minutes) is depleted to a similar range in all dive types (Figs 1,2). It is recognized that the lack of knowledge of blood flow patterns and tissue metabolic rates while diving are limiting factors in this analysis, particularly in regard to muscle blood flow and myoglobin desaturation patterns [23,24]. For example, even given equivalent blood O2 depletion in different types of dives, variation in the depletion of the muscle O2 store during different activities would result in differences in the overall metabolic rate. Unfortunately, such measurements remain to be investigated in this consummate diver. Because blood is the dominant O2 reservoir (~66%) in elephant seals [25] and dives of this species are considered predominantly aerobic in nature, we suggest that blood O2 saturation profiles may at least be indicative of patterns of the overall O2 budget, and therefore, metabolic rate. If so, all dive types may incur equal metabolic costs for elephant seals.

This proposal that different dive types may have equal metabolic costs (or at least equal blood O2 store depletion) is likely not applicable to all divers, particularly those with dive activities that may involve anaerobic metabolism like deep foraging sprints of pilot whales [26] or extended foraging dives in leatherback turtles [27]. Humpback whales likely incur drastically different costs for dives spent singing vs. energetically expensive lunge-feeding dives [20], and for Magellanic penguins,

Figure 2. 3-D dive profile with corresponding % hemoglobin saturation. A 3-D series of dives with the corresponding % hemoglobin (Hb) saturation profile during each dive from Bodil (seal with electrode in hepatic sinus) as she crosses Monterey Bay [6]. Color represents % Hb O2 saturation as indicated (SO2 decreases continuously throughout the dive, with the exception of a brief increase early in the dive. This transient increase in SO2 is indicative of arterialized blood, continued gas exchange early in the dive, and the potential use of an arteriovenous shunt [6]). Note that O2 is depleted to a similar extent, irrespective of dive type. doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0083248.g002

### Table 1. Breakdown of dive types for each individual seal [dives % of total]

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Dive Type</th>
<th>Starburst (EV)</th>
<th>Starburst (EV)</th>
<th>Chick (EV)</th>
<th>Patty (EV)</th>
<th>Harry (HS)</th>
<th>Bodil (HS)</th>
<th>Roberta (HS)</th>
<th>Jerry (art)</th>
<th>Knut (art)</th>
<th>Jonesie (art)</th>
<th>Sammy (art)</th>
<th>ALL SEALS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>V-shape (transit)</td>
<td>8 (7.7)</td>
<td>7 (3.8)</td>
<td>12 (5.5)</td>
<td>3 (1.9)</td>
<td>2 (1.9)</td>
<td>14 (7.7)</td>
<td>0 (0)</td>
<td>0 (0)</td>
<td>0 (0)</td>
<td>1 (1)</td>
<td>1 (1)</td>
<td>31 (17.5)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Active-bottom (pelagic foraging)</td>
<td>2 (1.9)</td>
<td>0 (0)</td>
<td>0 (0)</td>
<td>1 (0.5)</td>
<td>1 (0.6)</td>
<td>1 (0.5)</td>
<td>0 (0)</td>
<td>0 (0)</td>
<td>0 (0)</td>
<td>0 (0)</td>
<td>0 (0)</td>
<td>17 (9.2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Drift (blood pressure/sampling/rest)</td>
<td>5 (2.3)</td>
<td>14 (7.9)</td>
<td>7 (8.9)</td>
<td>5 (2.3)</td>
<td>28 (15.3)</td>
<td>8 (10.3)</td>
<td>78 (17.0)</td>
<td>19 (23.6)</td>
<td>20 (25.6)</td>
<td>17 (18.9)</td>
<td>3 (4.4)</td>
<td>207 (11.7)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Flat-bottom (pelagic foraging/rest)</td>
<td>86 (82.7)</td>
<td>165 (88.7)</td>
<td>77 (82.1)</td>
<td>200 (91.7)</td>
<td>77 (84.1)</td>
<td>231 (59.2)</td>
<td>56 (60.2)</td>
<td>156 (76.1)</td>
<td>63 (70.0)</td>
<td>51 (55.0)</td>
<td>1204 (64.3)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dive duration (min) (mean ± s.d.)</td>
<td>17.0 ± 4.3</td>
<td>14.7 ± 5.0</td>
<td>14.2 ± 5.0</td>
<td>14.0 ± 3.7</td>
<td>13.2 ± 2.7</td>
<td>14.7 ± 5.0</td>
<td>14.0 ± 5.0</td>
<td>13.2 ± 3.0</td>
<td>16.6 ± 4.7</td>
<td>16.4 ± 3.8</td>
<td>14.2 ± 3.8</td>
<td>11.7 ± 2.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TOTAL</td>
<td>104</td>
<td>186</td>
<td>79</td>
<td>218</td>
<td>183</td>
<td>78</td>
<td>460</td>
<td>93</td>
<td>205</td>
<td>68</td>
<td>1764</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Mean dive duration is listed for dives > 10 min duration (those used for the models in this study). For O2 electrode deployment site: EV = extradural vein; HS = hepatic sinus; Art = arterial; n = 11 seals; 1764 total dives.

doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0083248.t001
maximum depth and distance travelled are important to determine the energy expended [29]. The suggestion that the cost of a dive may be independent of dive type in elephant seals may also be at odds with the “pricing by the stroke” model proposed for the Weddell seal [30], in which the aerobic cost of the dive is correlated with locomotory costs and prey ingestion. This discrepancy, however, may reflect the very different natural histories and lifestyles of these two very capable phocid divers. The elephant seal, a predominantly aerobic diver that spends >90% of its time at sea submerged [31,32], is often considered a “surfacier”, while the Weddell seal is perhaps a true “diver”, often exhibiting long surface periods between dives.

For elephant seals, isolating different activities (transit, foraging, food processing, etc.) with significant O2 demands into distinct dive types may be a strategy to optimize O2 store utilization and, consequently, maximize time underwater, enabling this diver to take full advantage of its underwater resources. This approach is well suited to the lifestyle of an elephant seal. Although concepts of the separation of metabolic demands have been proposed for this species [10,12,14,19], this study provides the first direct physiological evidence of such an energy balance tactic in the wild. This is also consistent with previous findings regarding activity budgets in other marine mammals. For example, grey seals delay costly physiological processes like digestion and bottlenose dolphins defer thermoregulatory costs incurred during diving to subsequent surface intervals [33,34,35]. These behaviors reflect the inherent conflict between the typical diving response (to conserve O2) and metabolic demands incurred while diving.
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Table 2. Model selection results.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>AIC</th>
<th>Δi</th>
<th>Relative Likelihood (exp(−0.5Δiwi))</th>
<th>Akaike weight (wi)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Dive type &amp; Duration</td>
<td>4387.8</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.72</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dive Duration</td>
<td>4389.7</td>
<td>1.9</td>
<td>0.387</td>
<td>0.28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dive Type</td>
<td>4638.6</td>
<td>250.8</td>
<td>3.463 × 10−55</td>
<td>2.5 × 10−55</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The results of the model selection for data from seals with electrodes in the hepatic sinus based on Akaike’s Information Criteria (AIC). Values are listed for AIC, Δi (AIC – min AIC), Relative Likelihood (exp(−0.5Δiwi)), and Akaike weight (wi; relative likelihood/Σ relative likelihood). doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0083248.t002